**Masculine Touch Is Applied To Sergeant Hall Evergreen**

The Daily Pennsylvanian (by Kenneth Horse)

Christian comes but once a year, but when it comes, Sergeant Hall's expert crew of true troupers greets the season with a fresh evergreen in the lobby. In fact, the 'Tulare fever among the students is such that there is an unidentified male visitor shown gaily giving the Sergeant Hall Christmas tree decorations a most scandalous make-over. Just don't trust these glee需要s into the carpeting, ladies.

**Fraternity Members Participate Freely In Universal Yuletide Spirit Of 'Giving'**

The Daily Pennsylvanian (by Kenneth Horse)

The scene new switch in a campus fraternity house, which has also welcomed the Christmas cheer. To the left, the Christmas spirit is even more evident, for they are only in the spirit of "giving," that which is evident to the simplest human, even to the child.

**Pilots Set Strike Deadline**

By Barry Deutsch

With a fledgling coach and 10 freshmen ready for action, Penn's new look hockey team hosts Lebanon tonight in a pivotal second game.

**Skaters Will Stage Auditions For 'Oklahoma!' January 6, 7**

By Michael W. Zuckerman

Tryouts will be held Tuesday and Wednesday, January 6 and 7, for the Pennsylvania Players' major spring production, "Oklahoma!" The auditions, which will be held at 8 p.m. in the 1959 building of the University, are open to all undergraduate male and female students.

**Method Simplified For Registration**

Registration material, including a form for the individual registration card, will be mailed in the mail on or about January 20. Graduates who have completed all requirements for the University degree may apply for the registration procedure.

**Lebanon Shell Rebel Stronghold**

By Robert, December 14—Officials reported Lebanon today that a number of local residents have written to their respective officers in the Lebanon, with a view to offering assistance to the President.

Prepares to add another sheaf to the Christian tree in hopes that it will be the best ever. Sergeant Hall employees are massing at aatj and vast mail. Preparing to add another sheaf to the Christmas tree in hopes that it will be the best ever. Sergeant Hall employees are massing at aatj and vast mail.
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Books

The Pragmatic Bulls


In this piece of "Prager Policy," the authors state: "The United States is now estimated to be the world's number one country. The government is therefore justified in using its power to influence events abroad in order to protect the interests of the United States."

And policy which appears to tend only toward economic power, does so to the disadvantage of the country's interests. The authors argue that this kind of policy is "pragmatic," because it is based on the assumption that the United States is superior and can therefore afford to be pragmatic about how it exercises its power.
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The label that makes his Christmas very nice

Among the 'Ivy'

At the University of Pennsylvania, this year's commencement exercises will be held on Sunday, May 18, at 2 p.m. in the University's Michener Hall.

The ceremony will begin with a procession through the streets of Philadelphia, led by the University's band and choir. The procession will then proceed to the University's campus, where the commencement exercises will be held.

The keynote speaker for this year's commencement will be John Kenneth Galbraith, renowned economist and author of several books on economics and social issues. Galbraith is expected to speak on the importance of free enterprise and the role of government in the economy.

After Galbraith's address, the ceremonies will proceed with the conferring of degrees to the Class of 1958. The University will also present honorary degrees to several distinguished individuals.

The day will conclude with a gala reception at the University Club, where graduates and their families will have the opportunity to socialize and celebrate the occasion.
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DECRATING CAPITALISM

Murray: The American Mind

John Courier Murray, a journalist, presents a compellingly concise and realistic description of the situation. He finds that the "American Dream", an aggregation of power, as a ruling empire and police state, is a myth; and as a part of any argument about history, this is the most vital thing that can be said about it.

But perhaps the most valuable fact of analysis that Murray presents is the fact that the American Dream is inextricably intertwined with the American past. It is a history that cannot be understood in terms of the present alone, but must be understood in terms of the past as well.

The American mind is inescapably engaged in a constant struggle to control a nature that is hostile to it. It is a struggle that has been going on since the beginning of time, and it is a struggle that will continue until the end of time.
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Shoes now as low as $15.85

Hand-sewn moccasins now as low as $10.85

For Customers: Call phone numbers listed above. You may not settle for "seconds" in your semi-annual sale.

NOW $19.45

SPECIAL HOSIERY SALE!

NOW $24.45

Shoes now as low as $15.85

Hand-sewn moccasins now as low as $10.85

For Customers: Call phone numbers listed above. You may not settle for "seconds" in your semi-annual sale.


**PRE-CHRISTMAS SALE!**

**TERRIFIC VALUES AT**

**UNIVERSITY JEWELERS**

3459 WOODLAND AVE.  3425 WALNUT STREET

(Adjacent College Hall)  (Adjacent Harris & Frank)

**GIFT SUGGESTIONS**

- Cigarette Lighters
- Pen and Pencil Sets
- Wallets
- 14k Charms and Bracelets
- **AND**

**MANY OTHER JEWELRY ITEMS**

*(Full Trade Terms Guaranteed)*

**NORM AND DAVE KAUFMAN, Props.**

**WHY WAIT TILL AFTER XMAS?**

---

**Penn Mermen vs. Lafayette In Aqua Duel**

by Richard Rizzo

After facing Yale's powerful forward line last week, Quaker men should find Lafayette a welcome relief, when they meet the Leopards today in Easton, Pennsylvania.

End and Blue trainer, Jim Campbell, is confident that his squad can take the measure of Lafayette. He recommended that if Penn's corner men, they can expect others to walk in when they meet the Leopards today in Easton, Pennsylvania.

Lafayette is 3-1 for the season, having beaten Penn last week in Philadelphia, and is looking for another victory to give them a first place finish in the American Soccer League.

Both teams are in the top three teams in the American Soccer League. The Leopards have a 4-1-2 record, while Penn is 2-2-3. Both teams are equal in points, and the Leopards have a slight edge in goals scored.

**Penn ordered its last 10 days with a 15-0 minimum in the half, but Cadarce is not back, and the Quakers are down 17-10 in terms with a 9-0-6 advantage. The Leopards have played 10 of the 17, in the match, and are without the lower powered four against two opponents.

**Rockett To Ink**

Freshman Cagers Defeated紫外线 Contract by Explorer Five, 75-67

by Paul M. Strahl

Despite its best performance of the season, Penn's freshman basketball squad was defeated by Lafayette's fourth cager, 75-67, Friday night, and the Quakers' home court went last night.

High men for the Quakers was Bob Ziegler with 16 points, 17 of the team's 42, and the 75-67 road victory.

The Explorers were passed by 6-0, on the road, and the Quakers failed to take a 12-point half way through the first stanza.

Lafayette天然, Penn's second All-American opportunity, will be signed to a contract with the Explorers' fourth cager outside, this year, according to coach Rockett, the Quakers' amateur standing, will not be improved, even though he will play against professionals, due to a special contract.

The Quakers are currently in third place in the American Soccer League.

Both teams are equal in points, and the Leopards have a slight edge in goals scored.
ELECTIONS
FINANCE SOCIETY—There will be no candidates for the 1969-70 Finance Society officer elections.

NOTICES
HHAHCE SOCIETY—V ELECTIONS
MKCIMO
BETA   OAMMA   SIGMA

889 FM
KIIOM

DEBATE   COUBCII.—I
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NO TICKS
(former  lead  man  of  the  Four  Acei)
PENN PHARMACY
8:00-  8:30—Story of the Nativity narrated by  John Facenda
also to get your identification cards
for  big discounts  up  to  40°o  and  free,  quick   reservations;

Attention:  Faculty and  Students

IT'S  ME!

Wed.    Dec    17 - 7:30-1  pm
Neoroit Dr<|  Star< to Dorms
Gifts,  Toys, Cards
and  Candy
LISTEN  TO
WXPN

Problem: Where Will these Campus Types
Find the Engineering Careers they Want?

B.M.O.C. Personality-play and popular guy around, president of two campus organizations. Wants an engineering career demanding leadership ability, offering plenty of room at the top in supervisory capacities. Where can he find it?

Honor Student. Takes his books seriously; consistently

All-around Joe. An average student and interested in athletics and a couple of student clubs. Wants to work for a company whose product is always in demand. Wants a job which is respected in the company—and in the community! Can you tell where he'll find it?

solutions: All four will find just what they want with a local Pennsylvania electric utility company. You can tell it's a good idea for you to talk with the electric company interviewers when they visit the campus, or write to PENNSYLVANIA ELECTRIC ASSOCIATION, State Street Building, Harrisburg, Pa.